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This textbook needs no introduction. It has been supporting young Earth scientists since 1982, when the first edition was published. The second edition, published in 2002, brought updated and new material following the latest discoveries. While Geodynamics is still a classic authority on the topic after 30 years, we are now given the third edition aimed to respond to modern standards. Authors enhanced the book with numerical solutions to discussed problems, presented here as MATLAB codes. Does the new form meet the expectations?
The main part of the book did not change. We get a well-written, adequate portion of physics-based knowledge of the solid Earth organized into ten chapters. Each one starts with a brief introduction, and then provides fundamental principles of Earth processes in further sections, at a level suitable for graduate students. The pedagogical features of the book are complemented by the addition of problems which are graphically highlighted in the third edition (a small but very good change). Another beneficial change is that it advises some of the problems to be solved using MATLAB. The authors provide the adequate codes online together with supportive color images, and some are also printed.
Chapters 11 and 12 present entirely new content. I will start with the latter. In Geophysical Applications of Computational Modeling, the authors go back to problems discussed in previous sections and carefully lead the reader through theory and application of numerical solutions. MATLAB codes are provided, both in the printed version and online. The problems which are solved numerically are basic, yet most important for understanding the topic. The codes are also very clear and easy to apply in future work.
At the beginning of chapter 12, the authors emphasize that understanding later sections requires some knowledge of MATLAB. Relevant introduction is thus provided in the first part of chapter 11, Numerical Tools. However, its very basic content would not prepare an inexperienced reader to effectively work with further codes. I would rather send such to numerous MATLAB manuals available online. The latter sections of chapter 11 deal with numerical solutions for differential equations and are really useful before moving to the last chapter.
The authors have made every effort to enhance the utility of their textbook in context of today's demands of Earth sciences and it is a great success. The presented solutions well complement the excellent main content. Perhaps, a few too many MATLAB examples have been printed since they are sufficiently accessible in the online form, which makes the book much bigger than its previous version and is just very heavy.
